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painting and the pawnshop, the Royal Academy and the treasure hoard and the body and the vitrine. 9 My essay seeks to identify alternatives axes determined by the particularities of their colonial context which are variously geographical, temporal and social. On the one hand, there is a geographical axis, a horizon(tal) line concerned with distance and proximity; on another, a temporal axis, punctuating a precarious timeline between youth and maturity in marking certain rites of social passage, which were typically concerned with the coming of age of their unmarried male sitter-subjects. This is not a lachrymose history of empire narrated via the portrait miniature -a narrative of geographical separation whose temporary nature was made permanent in death, so much as a material affirmation of life and liveliness. The commissioning of a portrait miniature in 1770s and 80s colonial India was, it will seek to demonstrate, a material pronouncement of survival, a coming of age, of social position and career promotion in a sub-continent that was geographically distant and physically dangerous, where the statistics for survival were intractably not in the colonizer's favour -at least not in the short term. 'when a man first comes into the country his chance of living the first month is 3 to one against him but afterward if [he] has any thing of a tolerable constitution his chance is very good', estimated Lieutenant William Baillie of the 89 th Highland Regiment of Foot in his first letter written from India dated October 1760. 10 Baillie's miniature portrait will be encountered in due course as one of two surviving material examples that have been identified in Scottish private collections. Previously unlisted and unpublished, they are testimony to the portrait miniature as the quintessential material object commissioned by Scottish colonizers employed in the military, civil and medical service in later eighteenth-century India; adding a hitherto overlooked dimension to the art histories of this genre of portraiture in which they are both works of art and objects of material culture. 4 of autograph; the small portrait, a letter of introduction. 11 In a cultural history of empire, the relationship between letters and portrait miniatures afforded an alternative dynamic. Despite the flourishing of epistolary studies since Patricia Meyer Spacks described them in 1988 as a forgotten genre, no previous scholars have noticed that colonial correspondence, namely family letters from the Indian subcontinent, contain portraits. 12 These are often epistolary self-portraits of the author, or his consanguineal and career brothers from the tripartite regions of Scotland, the Highlands, Lowlands and Borders, during a period of (in Pointon's phrase) institutionalised separation. 13 inches high as I stand, every way both stouter & fatter than when you saw me last…I shou'd as we stile it, be reckoned a stout little fellow. I am as the French call it en bon point, rather inclining to be fat as otherwise however the exercise I take will I hope prevent it increasing.
As to my address so much recommended by L d Chesterfield it is much the same -I could wish it was more genteel, I study it perhaps too little were I to frequent the Company of Ladies now I might improve, but they are either so conceited or foolish that I do not admire their conversation which in this country is neither edifying or pleasant.' 14 Lindsay's description of himself might be characterised as one such epistolary self-portrait at full-length, albeit one in corporeal outline, with an emphasis on his height and his expanding girth -the latter conforming to the stereotypical Nabobish physique as being over-fed and under-exercised -rather than on the topography of his face, which the material miniature For now, Lindsay's epistolary self-portrait has a critical gendered dimension in terms of its masculine sitter-subject and its intended feminine recipient. It is actually provided following a directive in a letter previously received from his absent mother. This gendered axis, in which the sitter-subject of the portrait is an unmarried man and the recipient of the said portrait is a member of his consanguineal female kin, a mother or sister, is typical of the object biographies of portrait miniatures in the British empire in India, be they epistolary or Back in Lindsay's letter to his mother and Hhaving characterised himself as a work-inprogress, Lindsay sums up his epistolary self-portrait as follows:
'Thus to the best of my judgment have I given you as near a description of myself as in my Power if I have been rather partial you must recollect most of us have a better opinion of ourselves and of our abilities, than the world in general entertain of us, therefore you must make the proper allowance should my young lady before she engages to be my wife wish to 6 form a judgment of my character you may shew the above from which she may judge of the person she has to depend upon for a husband'.
As this section of the extended letter draws to its conclusion, Lindsay uses the occasion of delineating his portrait in words to project a future transition in his social status, from being an unmarried man to a married one. What in March 1776 is an epistolary self-portrait in a letter for his mother, becomes a at some as yet unspecified time, a character reference for a potential bride. Oil on canvas portraits have long been associated with rites of passage in a sitter's life cycle, which often have a gendered dimension, in the transition from childhood to adolescence, from single to married, to parenthood and so on in a linear fashion. For Pointon 'portraits provide a medium through which we may engage with temporality itself.' 16 Portrait miniatures, be they material or, as in Lindsay's case, epistolary, provided an opportunity for these young unmarried sojourning Scots in India to engage with their own temporality. Not only was mortality deliriously high in the context of colonial India; as we shall see imminently, the process of aging was also vastly accelerated, which has ramifications for the representational veracity of the portrait image.
Constitution/Ccomplexion
If colonial correspondence contains epistolary self-portraits, like that composed by Robert Lindsay for his mother in March 1776, then it also recounts prospectively and retrospectively sitting for a portrait miniature and its despatch to Scotland for receipt by the sitters' absent female relatives. On 10 September 1775, Robert Bruce of the Bengal Artillery wrote affectionately to his sister, Margaret (Peggy) from Fort William: 'I'm five feet eleven inches good measure in short I'm a stout, good soldier looking fellow, looks my dearest gives me now no trouble we have no fine young Ladies here whose hearts it wou'd be a pleasure to make some little impression upon, therefore it does not much signify what we are like, I have often intended to have got my Pickture drawn and to have sent it home to you, I believe it must do it this season.' 17 Like his countryman Robert Lindsay in the letter to his mother previously cited, Bruce provides dimensions both precise and approximate regarding his height and width 7 respectively. His truncated corporeal summary ('in short') may be a playful reference to his considerable elevation. Note how these bodily dimensions are immediately followed by mention of his physical appearance ('good soldier looking fellow') and his relative attractiveness to members of the opposite sex. This, he writes, is a moot point since 'we have no fine young Ladies here'. Having objectified himself, he announces a habitual intention whereby he would be further object-ified -in having his picture drawn for his sister. His 
Temporality and Aaging
What may be implicit in Bruce's letter to his sister Peggy is not only a shared sallow complexion between himself and a putative gypsy bride, as also the relationship of gypsies to Western temporality. According to Katie Trumpener, this was one of 'time banditry'. 30 In their literary representation, gypsies were, she argues, increasingly reduced to a textual effect; their chronotype exerting a decisive power over the temporal cohesion of the text itself. In 1783, the unmarried Robert Bruce was 29 years old; his brother John was a decade older, yet Robert reckoned his constitution, from his prolonged exposure to India, was some 46 years older than that of his brother in Edinburgh. That India accelerated the natural aging process was noted by more than one of these sojourning Scots. 'Fifteen years in India is equal to twenty-five in Europe,' calculated William Fraser in a letter to his father from Hansee dated 2 September 1817. 31 In contrast with the history of childhood, little has been published on that of old age, although there is some consensus that the age of 60 is usually associated with its onset. Historians have rightly observed that the meaning of old age is not fixed -it has different meanings in different contexts, as we see in Robert Bruce accelerating his age in a letter from Bengal of February 1783 from an actual 29 to the antiquated constitution of an octogenarian. 32 The Earl of Minto, Governor-General of India, was designated old in calendar years (he was in his early 60s) when he wrote to his wife, late in 1811, explaining why he had 'fallen lately so far short of my former voluminous correspondence…the honest truth is that I am older every birthday, which is very common in the East'. 33 Previously he had written to her 'I am actually counting days, with all the exactness of a clock.' 34 Moira Donald's work on clocks and watches in the early modern period had established the extent to which they were gendered objects, being associated primarily with male use and possession. 35 Although she concedes that it is difficult to establish what differentiates a clock from a watch, her contention that watches were designed for the male wardrobe since only men needed to carry the time around with them is especially pertinent to the male-dominated colonial population in Asiatic exile which Donald does not look at. In India, where as we have seen, time was speeded up at least as far as an aging constitution was concerned, such portable time keepers were among the requisite artefacts of masculine material culture variously gifted, despatched and ordered from Britain. For instance, on 14 January 1773, the Scot Alexander Callander, wrote to a correspondent asking for a good handsome gold watch from the most eminent watchmaker in London to be sent to him in the Bombay Presidency. Patrick's portrait, an opportunistic commission by an unknown artist, rather than one by prearranged appointment, was never forwarded to their mother. Two years later, Alexander informed her 'Pates Picture never was sent, it was thought so ill done and so bad a likeness as not to be worth the trouble of carriage.' 43 Elsewhere, the subject matter of Alexander's letters to his mother revisit issues that are (by now) familiar tropes in colonial correspondence composed by young men in India to their female family members back home in Scotland.
These include his aging countenance and his unmarried status. As in Robert Bruce's correspondence from the earlier 1770s, these are figured as being interrelated to his disadvantage regarding his physical unattractiveness as a potential husband. For instance, in a letter dated 9 September 1777, to his mother, he felt 'myself rather advanced in years…I fear the young Ladies may conceive me far from a chicken with hair partly grey a thin meagre person and sunburnt weather beaten countenance but such must be looked for in a man who has not been all his life nursed in fortunes lap, but with much wooing got her at last to smile 'she will I dare say not escape censure in your part of the World for thinking of a second marriage so soon after Mr P__s death, it being only 7 months yet but you should not form a judgment entirely by your own rules of propriety, great allowance is to be made for the customs of a country and in India people are much more relax in their notions of these matters than at home, and all are guided, at least the generality, by these sentiments without incurring any blame on that account. Where this is the case, it is surprising inclination should prevail over the slender remains of prejudices we have imbibed in our younger years.' 51 In this part of the letter to his mother, Pringle articulates an essential difference between society in colonial India and its equivalent in contemporary Britain, where the stringent social codes that dictated polite behaviour were seen as being much more relaxed in the latter than figure in the rhetoric of English India'. 52 , since aYet as a concept it did not exist before the last two decades of the nineteenth century, when it was 'discovered' in America as an idea and the social phenomenon to which it was a response. 53 Spacks's formative and yet to be superseded 1982 study notes that if adolescence as an observable stage of life has a long history, then as a distinct idea, it has a short one. 54 These quotations from the top and tail of the 1780s support Angela Rosenthal's claim that whiteness as a visually racial category emerged as an explicit value in the eighteenth century. 65 The so-called aesthetics of colonialism operated on a gender axis whereby 'A suntanned complexion was outside the pale, so to speak, of ladylike beauty' for colonial women in the British empire in both the East and West Indies, while the pallors of their male counterparts embrowned and aged from prolonged exposure to it. 66 Rosenthal properties. 70 In other words, its material constitution and surface complexion, much as has been done for those Scots in India whose commissions for miniature portraits caused them to comment critically on their own embrowned and antiquated complexions. Ivory was a luxury material and a distinctive one, with the strength and elasticity required for use as a solid material and as a veneer. 71 There were two main ivory carving centres in the Indian subcontinent: at Vizagapatam on the Coromandel Coast near Madras (where Patrick Pringle sat for his portrait) and at Murshidabad in western Bengal; both produced a range of furniture in Western forms, although the former was especially noted for its examples with inlaid ivory work. Miniature portraits in ivory that were produced in India are often favourably contrasted by art historians with their oil on canvas counterparts, which it is said were more expensive to commission, difficult to pack and dispatch and having been dispatched, were 22 liable to costly customs duties and warehouse charges. 72 73 The thin cuts of ivory used for miniatures were fragile, but they were more durable than paper or canvas. In order to hold the pigments with which it was painted, the smooth surface had to be prepared with abrasives to make it more absorbent. 74 Being placed between two pieces of paper and ironed sought to reduce the greasy texture; this, or applying potions of vinegar and garlic, or rubbing the surface with a cuttle-fish bone. Once the pigment had been applied, the painted front was glazed to protect it, although the reverse of miniatures is occasionally annotated with text additionally cautioning, 'To be kept from Damp & Sun'. 75 Such long term measures often account for the continued vibrancy of the late eighteenth-century watercolour portrait on ivory, many of which still possess an extraordinary liveliness.
According to Foskett, Smart 'had an unmistakable gift for catching a likeness, and…the finished portraits undoubtedly represent the sitters with truth and accuracy.' 76 We have seen that the rendering of likeness was importantvital to the sitter-subjects of miniature portraits and their absent family members, with Robert Bruce's judged to be 'exceeding good' and at the opposite extreme, Patrick Pringle's portrait not dispatched to their mother in the Scottish borders on account of its likeness being 'so bad'. Foskett's seems a rather counterfeit claim in the absence of any 'objective controls' concerning the historical sitter's appearance, in the 23 form of a life or death mask or the tracing of the shadow as a silhouette. 77 Indeed, Michael Shortland goes so far as to suggest that 'even the living presence does not offer an unambiguous source of reference.' 78 We know from external sources that Ogilvie was thirtyfive years old when his miniature portrait was painted by John Smart. The sitter wears his hair in a ponytail tied with a black ribbon; it is white and thinning on the crown of his head; thicker and darker at the side above the ear and in a sideburn that extends to below the ear.
His eyebrows are dark; his eyes are a pale green colour with pockets of skin beneath and a mole on his lower right cheek. Ogilvie's white and thinning hair would appear to indicate a portrait of a man in middle age. His painted skin shows no evidence of the suntanned complexions that his Scottish contemporaries complained about in affectionate letters to their mothers and sisters. And whether we see a face artificially aged by its exposure to the Indian climate is highly subjective. What we can say is that is that if his complexion has been altered by the same pigments that painted women's faces, this was not first and foremost an aesthetic Campbell, a lieutenant in the Nabob's cavalry at Madras, informed his father, Archibald Campbell, having sent by a third party 'my picture in miniature. it is reckoned a very strong likeness', for his sister Peggy. 83 In summary, this article has sought to extend the existing art historical study of portrait miniatures. In the first instance, geographically, to the Indian subcontinent as a place, or rather a series of places, of production. In the second instance, socially, on a gendered axis whereby portrait miniatures were commissioned by young, unmarried Scots in India as material affirmations of their survival in a climate initially inhospitable to European constitutions. Having survived the precarious period of assimilation, these portrait miniatures bear witness to their sitter-subjects subsequent socio-economic progression as they came of age, were promoted in their careers and pursued independent financial status. 
